INTRODUCTION
At a time of intense global competition, as well as the declining funding from the central to the regions, local governments must strive to increase Regional Revenues (PAD) to finance regional development and regional expenditure. One source of funds that can be explored in the region is how local governments optimize the potential land owned by local governments and seeks to increase investment both domestically and abroad. With the increasing and effective and efficient use of land owned by the region is expected to attract investors to invest their capital in the area owned area. Thus the local government should always strive to develop the potential possessed by the region so that in the end will increase regional pempatan. Development as a change in the person enabling the concerned to work effectively, According to Hafsah (2000) development is an effort made by the government, business, and community through the provision of guidance and strengthening assistance to grow and improve the ability of small business to be a business Tough and independent. While according to Mangkuprawira (2004: 135) states that development is an effort to increase knowledge that may be used immediately or often for the interests of the future. On the other hand development is requiring and involves some sort of direction, arrangement, and guidance in order to create forces for the extension of maintenance. While in a large dictionary of Indonesian language states that development is the way or the work of developing something (work, effort, personality and so forth). From some of the above understanding can be concluded that the development is everything that is done to improve the implementation of current and future jobs provide information, direction, arrangements, and guidelines in business development. This article aims to design potential land potential development strategies to increase investment in Kabupaten Ciamis, in the In order to implement the objectives and suggestions the researcher takes the title or the research tapik is to compile the data and information of potential potency of potential land (potential asset) in increasing the investment in Ciamis Regency, in the Strategic Area of the Cihaurbeuti-Cisaga Primary Road Corridor Then made a master document of potential data center economic objects.
THE METHOD
The research method that gulier in data yielding is explanatory survey method, that is by data collecting technique which researcher use is observation, documentation, and interview with inporman which is considered to understand the problem in the title of this article, the type of data that researcher is primary data and data secondary. Adpute data processing techniques that penuli use is Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a functional hierarchy with the main input is the human perception. With a hierarchy, a complex and unstructured problem is solved into its group, which is then organized into a hierarchical form. The working principle of AHP is to simplify a complex, unstructured, strategic and dynamic matter into a part arranged in a hierarchy. By creating a systematic decision structure and a series of calculation procedures, it can generate priority recommendations or the decision weight of each proposed alternative. From a variety of considerations then performed synthesis to determine the variables that have high priority and play a role in influencing the results on the system (Mulyono, 319, 2004) . In the preparation of this scale of importance, the benchmark is used as in Table 1 . work in accordance with the task description that has been set in accordance with their respective fields -The twelfth principle is the development of city tourism should be the realization of the three qualities of tourism should be able to realize the quality of life "quality of life" of local communities, on the other side of tourism should be able to provide quality "quality of opportunity" to service providers in the tourism industry and next and to be the most important is the creation of quality experience of tourists "quality of experience". 2. Considering the strategic location in the center of the city, the development of the Self-developed Area will be more productive if the development is the development of the block / region so that the local government must have political will to convert the block's function which in the existing consis-tance there are 28 units of ruko building into entertainment areas (city tour) integrated with hawker center (culinary awareness of the cleanliness of the environment around the object of tourism, Improving the quality and quantity of facilities supporting facilities on every potential tourism object; -Making programs and events by developing various cultural potentials around; -Increase public awareness about culture and customs with the community itself which is original and has economic value; -Improved bureaucratic reform effort; The addition of supporting facilities and infrastructure of tourism object; -Integrate any potential tourism object with other nearby tourism objects or with other tourism economic potentials; Enhance public education and tourism management to socialize government regulations and improve security and tourism awareness. In the development of potential potential land (asset area) located in the District Strategic Area (KSK) of CihaurbeutiCisaga Primary Artery Road Corridor into tourist sites (city tour and cultural heritage tourism), planning, market and marketing (promotion) is the most potential effort do. To be able to implement these recommendations, the main program to watch out for: -Existing and sustainable integrated and integrated planning; -Infrastructure development program on spot and out spot; -Resource development programs; -Tourism technology development program; -Institutional development programs; -Tourism development and promotion program; Exploration The development of potential potential land (asset area) objects located in the District Strategic Areas (KSK) of the Cihaurbeuti-Cisaga Primary Road Corridor and other corridors requires a clear and implementative development model and milestone model supported by the government, with participation active from private parties and the public.
RESUL AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION
Whereas from 4 (four) potential land (potential assets) located in the District Strategic Areas (KSK) of CihaurbeutiCisaga Primary Artery Road Corridor there are 3 (three) potential land (potential assets) that occupy the position of 3 (three) High potential to be developed each of which is the Self-Help Area in the village of Ciamis, Karangmulyan Cultural Heritage Area, Maleber Terminal Ex-Terminal Area. Potential development of potential land (asset area) located in the District Strategic Areas (KSK) of Cihaurbeuti-Cisaga Primary Artery Road Corridor can be implemented through offensive strategy, it is based on the SWOT analysis results Potential potential land (potential assets) The District Strategic Area (KSK) of the Cihaurbeuti-Cisaga Primary Artery Road
Corridor is currently at a strong intenal and external factor position. Object conditions have the opportunity to be developed into a tourist area (city tour) and environmentally sustainable superior cultural attractions supported by various elements of strength and opportunity, and minimize weaknesses and threats. The development and management of potential objects and potential of potential located in the District Strategic Areas (KSK) of the CihaurbeutiCisaga Primary Artery Road Corridor can be done with due regard to the existing condition, sustainability and sustainability of nature and culture. 
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